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Process Bridge with 
Minimum Information
Mass based on geometry and structure 
type
Strength based on structure type, 
geometry, material and year of 
construction
Approximate displacement response 






Process Bridge Using Elastic
Analysis
Information from drawings






Unit Load Analysis Procedure 
Assessment based on analysis
Purdue University
24
Uses unit force method 
(Rayleigh) to obtain period
A unit load (po = l)  is applied 
transversely or longitudinally 
to the bridge at the deck
Purdue University







t> Dynamic Analysis of bridge 




























Task 1. Literature Review
Task 2. Identification of Point(s) of Origin, 
Regional Centers and Priority Routes
Task 3. Upgrade Needs of Bridges on the 
Priority Routes
Task 4. Analysis of Selected Bridges 
Task 5. Implementation of Findings 
Task 6. Final Report Preparation 







Routes -  South West Indiana
Timeline
Purdue University
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